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Chapterr  4 

Correspondencee analysis and dual 

scalingg of paired comparisons 

4.11 Introductio n 

Inn Chapter 2 we introduced correspondence analysis as two-mode component analysis 

off  the weighted matrix of deviations from independence. The type of data in which 

thiss approach is appropriate is a contingency matrix. It is, however, often argued, e.g. 

Greenacree (1984), that one of the advantages of correspondence analysis is its applicability 

too a wide range of data types. This applicability appears to be mainly based on the 

factt that the only mathematical requirement for the approach is the nonnegativity of F. 

Evenn though Greenacre (1990, 1993b) observes that the interpretation of the chi-squared 

distance-- which was defined in Chapter 2, section 2.3, and is of great importance in the 

geometricall  approach to correspondence analysis- becomes cumbersome in the analysis of 

dataa that are not in the format of a contingency matrix, correspondence analysis is also 

appliedd to such data. Justification for using correspondence analysis in such instances is 

providedd after obtaining the results. 

Inn Chapter 3 we already encountered an example of correspondence analysis of data 

thatt are not in the format of a contingency matrix, i.e. the analysis of the indicator 

matrixx in section 3.3.3. Another type of data that can be analyzed with correspondence 

analysiss are so-called preference data. The analysis of such data can be of interest in 
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e.g.. marketing. One may for example be interested in the preferences of individuals with 

respectt to some products. 

Ann important problem in the analysis of preferences arises from the various formats 

inn which the preference data can be obtained. For example, individuals can be asked 

too rank objects with respect to some criterion. This type of data is referred to as rank 

orderr data. Alternatively, the individuals may be asked to assign so-called ratings to the 

objects.. These ratings are usually on a predefined scale but this does not have to be the 

case.. A problem with this kind of data is the subjectivity of the rating numbers. For 

example,, two persons may give the same rating to an object but this does not necessarily 

meann that they evaluate the objects identically. Some people for example simply have 

aa tendency to assign extreme (highest or lowest) ratings whereas others may not have 

thiss tendency. Yet another approach to study preferences is to have individuals indicate 

preferencess for all possible pairs of objects. This type of data is referred to as paired 

comparisonn data and in this chapter we will focus on the analysis of such preference data. 

Althoughh correspondence analysis and dual scaling are mathematically equivalent 

methodss it appears that with regard to the analysis of preference data the methods differ 

significantly.. Greenacre1 (1984, 1993b) for example treats the analysis of rating data. 

Inn his analysis it is implicitly assumed that the rating numbers assigned by the different 

subjectss (individuals) have the same "meaning". This implies that not only the size of 

differencess between ratings can be interpreted (a strong assumption in itself), but also 

thee actual ratings assigned. By considering rank numbers as ratings this correspondence 

analysiss approach can also be applied to rank order data. Correspondence analysis of 

pairedd comparison data however, has not been treated before. In this chapter we will 

introducee correspondence analysis of paired comparison data. 

Nishisatoo (1978) introduced an approach for applying dual scaling to paired compar-

isonn data. His approach however, is not a straightforward application of 'ordinary' dual 

scalingg applied to paired comparison data. It is related to Guttman's (1946) optimal scal-

1Inn this chapter we often refer to Greenacre (1984, 1993) when treating correspondence analysis of 

preferencee data. It should however be noted that there are earlier publications on the treatment of 

correspondencee analysis of preference data, see e.g. Benzécri (1973). Additional references as well as 

severall  examples can be found in Benzécri (1992). 
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ingg approach as was shown by Nishisato (1978). An important advantage of his approach 

overr Guttman's optimal scaling approach, Nishisato (1980, p. 130) argued, was that the 

duall  scaling approach "makes the calculation of optimal weights for subjects a straightfor-

wardd procedure, an aspect which is not obvious in Guttman's approach". It is, however, 

nott explained in what sense these subject weights are optimal. By employing optimal 

scalingg arguments similar to those of Guttman, we derive a solution for the subjects. 

Thiss optimal scaling solution for the subjects is, however, not the same as Nishisato's so-

lution.. Instead, it is closely related to the approach for applying correspondence analysis 

too paired comparison data as introduced in section 4.3.2 of this chapter. 

Thee structure of this chapter is as follows. First, we introduce the data structure and 

somee of its specific properties. Then, in section 4.3, after briefly indicating the difficulties 

duee to the coding of the data, two approaches for applying correspondence analysis to 

pairedd comparison data are introduced. Section 4.4 gives a short summary of Nishisato's 

duall  scaling approach. The relationship between his approach and the correspondence 

analysiss approaches as described in section 4.3 is immediately apparent. Optimality of 

thee approaches is described in section 4.5, using Guttman's optimal scaling approach. We 

finishfinish the chapter with a short summary and discussion. 

4.22 The data 

Supposee there are q objects and we are interested in the relationship between these objects 

withh respect to some criterion. For example, we have q types of soda and we would like 

too compare these with respect to their tastes. Paired comparison data can be obtained 

byy having n subjects indicate a preference for each possible pair of objects. Furthermore, 

forr convenience, let us assume that for each pair a strict preference can be indicated, 

i.e.. subjects are never indifferent between two objects. We can collect the data in the 

followingg way: Construct an n x q matrix T with typical element Uj the number of times 

subjectt i preferred object j over the other q — 1 objects, and an n x q matrix S with 

typicall  element Sy the number of times subject i did not prefer object j over the other 

qq — 1 objects. 
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Clearly y 

TT + S = fa-l)l„i;,  (4.1) 

TlTlqq = Slq = n, (4.2) 

wheree 1/ denotes a column vector of ones of the order I. Furthermore, define 

tt = T' l „ , (4.3) 

and d 

ss = S'l. (4.4) 

Finally,, let 

DDtt = diag{t), (4.5) 

and d 

BB33 = diag (s). (4.6) 

Wee will assume that t and s are positive. 

AA special case of paired comparison data are rank order data. Rank order data can be 

obtainedd by asking the subjects to rank q objects according to some criterion. Comparing 

thee rank numbers gives paired comparison data where the comparisons are transitive. It 

iss not difficult to see that the resulting matrices T and S then give the original rank 

orderingg on a scale from 0 to q - 1. 

Remarkk  llfwe allow subjects to be indifferent we could code this as follows: Uj becomes 

thethe number of times subject i preferred object j plus | times the number of times subject 

ii  was indifferent between object j and other objects, and similarly Sij is defined as the 

numbernumber of times subject i did not prefer object j plus | times the number of times subject 

ii  was indifferent between object j and other objects. For example, if subject i indicates the 

followingfollowing ordering: Xx = X2 > Xz = X4, we obtain: ta = ti2 = 2 +  = 2\, ta = t* = \, 

snsn = Si2 = 2 a>nd *t3 = s»4 = 2 + \ = 2\. Note that with this coding relationship (4-1) is 

stillstill  valid. 
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4.33 Correspondence analysis of paired comparisons 

Thee formulas and equations presented in Chapter 2, in particular section 2.3, can be 

appliedd to any nonnegative matrix F. Thus, one could argue, correspondence analysis 

cann be applied to any nonnegative data matrix. In this section we will consider some 

alternativess for correspondence analysis of paired comparisons. 

4.3.11 Correspondence analysis of the original data 

Thee paired comparison data, gathered in the matrices T and S, are nonnegative and we 

couldd analyze these matrices using the equations of section 2.3. Let us start with the 

analysiss of T. 

Substitutingg T for F in (2.36) and (2.37) yields the eigenequations 

^ _ ( T - i l „ t ' ) D t - ' ( T - I l „ f ) ' xx = XA, (4.7) 

and d 

^ i ) D ' ''  H 1-* ' ) (T41»t ' ) Y - YA'  <*»> 
wheree we have used (4.1) and (4.2), and t and D t are as defined in (4.3) and (4.5). 

Now,, as the data in T represent the same relationships as those in S one would 

expectt the analysis of S to yield equivalent results. Clearly this is not the case. (To see 

thiss replace T, t and D( in (4.7) and (4.8) by S, s and Da). Thus, the correspondence 

analysess of T and S yield different results. 

4.3.22 Correspondence analysis of object-wise 'doubled' data 

Inn his analysis of rank order data Greenacre (1984, 1993b) encounters a similar problem 

ass described above. Correspondence analysis of the original rank order data depends on 

thee direction of the ranking, e.g. the analysis of objects ranked from smallest to largest is 

differentt from the analysis of objects ranked from largest to smallest. In order to resolve 

thiss 'direction' problem, Greenacre, proposes to analyze both 'directions' simultaneously 
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byy constructing a doubled data matrix. In the case of paired comparison data a similar 

approachh can be followed. 

Let t 

Then n 

Fcc = (T , S). (4.9) 

TT = Fcl2q=q(q-l)ln, (4.10) 

cc = Fc l n = 

and d 

ss = l'nFcl  ̂ = nq(q- 1). 

Followingg the procedure described in section 2.3 with Fc substituted for F, we obtain as 

eigenequationn for the matrix of standard row coordinates G 

55=ijj  ((T  s)" iK (*' s')) D*  (<T  s>" b- (*'  0) x = X A > <4-n) 
where e 

Usingg (4.1) and (4.2) we can simplify this to 

- ^ - ^  ̂ ( T D ^ T ' + SD^S'  - \q{q - l ) l n l ^  X = XA. (4.12) 

Inn a similar fashion we can obtain the matrix of standard column coordinates Y. For 

laterr purposes, however, we will use the transition formula (2.39). Hence 

/D , - ^XA-J \\ /Dr>T'XA-* \ 
\\ D^S'XA- i ) \ - D j ^ X A *  ) 

Wheree we used (4.1), (4.10) and (2.31). 
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Fromm the order of Y it is immediately clear that this approach yields 2g "points" for 

thee q objects. The first q points are scaled by the column totals in T whereas the last q 

pointss are scaled by the column totals of S and have opposite signs. For a more elaborate 

discussionn concerning the interpretation of these results we refer the reader to Greenacre 

(1984,, 1993b). Although Greenacre does not specifically treat paired comparison data, 

hiss argumentation in the case of rating or rank order data also applies here. Moreover, as 

Greenacree (1984) proposes a doubling as in (4.9), the results of his analysis and the one 

proposedd here coincide when one treats rank order data. 

4.3.33 Correspondence analysis of subject-wise 'doubled' data 

Wee want to propose another way of dealing with the ambiguity of the direction of the 

scale. . 

Define e 

'' T \ 
(4.14) ) 

andd subject this 'doubled' matrix to correspondence analysis. Recall that the doubling in 

correspondencee analysis was introduced as a way to resolve the 'direction' problem. No 

specificc argumentation for the choice Fc as opposed to Fr was provided. 

Usingg (4.1) and (4.2) we get 

rr = F r l , = i g ( 9 - l ) l 2 n , 

cc = F'rl2n = n{q-l)lq, (4.15) 

and d 

ss = l ' ^F r l , = nq(q - 1). 

Then,, following the procedure outlined in section 2.3, we obtain as eigenequation for the 

standardd column2 coordinate matrix Y: 

^ — ^  ̂ ( F r - \(Q - l ) U . i ; ) ( F , - i ( , - I ) !» . ! ; ) Y = YA, (4.16) 

2Notee that we obtain Y before X, as opposed to what was done in the previous section. The reason 

forfor this will become apparent in the next section. 
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or,, alternatively, 

— T - 2 - T ÏÏ  (T'T + S'S - \n{q - l)\ïq) Y = YA, (4.17) 

where e 

Y'D cYY = s I r e ^ Y Y = 9I K . 

Now,, let 

LL  = (In , I„) . (4.18) 

Then n 

FFrr - \{q - l ) l 2 ni ; = (l2n - ^ L ' L ) Fr . 

Clearly,, as LL ' = 2In, the matrix l2n - §L L is idempotent. Thus, eigenequation (4.16) 

cann be expressed as 

?—yF'?—yF'rr (l2n - ) Fr Y = YA. (4.19) 
nq(q nq(q 

Thee solution for the rows, i.e. the row coordinate matrix X can be obtained in a 

similarr fashion or by using transition formula (2.38), i.e. 

22 2 / TYA~5 \ 
XX = Dr-

1FrYA- 3 = - - F r Y A - 5 = - . (4.20) 
q(qq(q -1) Q{Q ~ x ) \ -TYA- *  J 

Wheree we used (4.1), (4.15) and (2.32). 

4.44 Nishisato's dual scaling approach of paired com-

parisonn data 

Ass correspondence analysis and dual scaling are mathematically equivalent methods the 

equationss of section 2.3 can also be used to obtain a dual scaling solution. At least, this 

iss the case when analyzing a contingency matrix or a so-called indicator matrix consisting 

off  only zeroes and ones. Concerning the analysis of paired comparison data Nishisato 
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(1978),, however, follows a different road. In his analysis of paired comparison data he 

introducess a so-called dominance matrix E which contains both positive and negative 

elements.. Moreover, as this dominance matrix is equal to the difference of T and S, i.e. 

EE = T - S , 

thee usual definitions of the scaling matrices cause the matrix D r to be a zero matrix. 

Therefore,, the usual equations cannot be used. To resolve this problem Nishisato(1978) 

introducess alternative definitions for the matrices D r and Dc : 

D?D? = n(q-l)Iq. 

Then,, Nishisato introduces as eigenequation for the matrix of optimal scale values for the 

objectss (which we will denote by Y ^ to allow for comparison with the correspondence 

analysiss approach): 

-J^E'EY^Y-A,-J^E'EY^Y-A, (4.21) 

where,, letting s = nq(q — 1), we have, in accordance with (2.35), 

YYN'N' DDNNYYNN = ^ _ 1 ) I K _ yN'yN = ^ 

(Notee that this eigenequation can be obtained by using the alternative scaling matrices 

D **  and Df, and substituting E for F - ' in (2.37)). 

4.4.11 The relationship between dual scaling and correspondence 

analysiss of paired comparisons 

Let t 

J = ( I n,, " I n ) , 

soo that 

EE = JFr . 
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Then,, as 

JJ J = 21.2n — Li Li, 

withh L as defined in (4.18), we immediately see that 

E'EE = 2 F ; ( l 2 n - i L ' L ) F r . (4.22) 

Insertingg (4.22) in (4.21) gives 

2 2 ^F^I^ - IL 'LJF.Y^Y^A , , 
nq(q nq(q 

whichh is identical to eigenequation (4.19) obtained in the correspondence analysis of Fr . 

Hence,, assuming that there are no eigenvalues of multiplicity greater than one, the matrix 

YY obtained in the correspondence analysis of Fr is identical to the matrix of scale values 

forr the objects obtained in Nishisato's dual scaling analysis of the dominance matrix. For 

easee of notation we will henceforth replace Y ^ with Y. 

Nishisato33 (1994) obtains optimal scale values for the subjects through the transition 

formula a 

Q{QQ{Q ~ 1) 

Sincee S = (q - l ) l n l ^ - T, and l^Y = 0, we can rewrite this as 

X* == , 2 „TYA-* . (4.23) 
q{qq{q ~ 1) 

Recalll  (4.20) to see that 

\\ -XN 

Thus,, Nishisato's analysis of the dominance matrix E is equivalent to the correspondence 

analysiss of Fr . This result was also obtained, independently, by Anna Torres-Lacomba 

andd Michael Greenacre of the Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona. It is described in 

moree detail in Greenacre and Torres (1999) and van de Velden (2000a). 

3I nn Nishisato (1978, 1980) the scale value matrices X and Y are both standardized as X X = Y Y = 

qlqlKK.. In Nishisato (1994), however, it appears that the standardization for Y has become (more in line 

withh the usual procedure in dual scaling): Y ' D ^ Y = nq{q - 1)1*  -  Y ' Y = nlK. Here we wil l only 

considerr this latter standardization. 
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4.55 Optimal scaling of paired comparisons 

Guttmann (1946) formulated an approach for quantifying paired comparisons. His aim is 

too assign numerical values (or, as we will refer to them, scale values) to the objects "so as 

too best distinguish between those things judged higher and those judged lower for each 

individual",, Guttman (1946). (Clearly the 'things' referred to by Guttman are what we 

referr to as objects). For this purpose Guttman introduces expressions for the between-

subjectss and the within-subjects variances of the scaled data. The scale values are then 

soo determined that the between-subjects variance becomes a maximum with respect to 

thee overall variance. 

Inn a similar way we could assign scale values to the subjects such that we can distin-

guishh between subjects with respect to their indicated preferences. Thus, formulated in 

aa similar way as for the objects, we aim to assign numerical values to subjects so that 

wee can best distinguish between those subjects who judged objects higher and those who 

judgedd objects lower for each object. Then, upon defining expressions for the between-

objectss and within-objects variances we can formulate as objective the maximization of 

thee between-objects variance relative to the overall variance. Guttman (1941) described 

aa procedure for obtaining scale values for subjects- which he referred to as 'scores'- in 

thee analysis of categorical data in the format of a so-called indicator matrix. It appears 

thatt in the case of paired comparison data this problem of assigning scale values to the 

subjectss has not been described before. 

Ass we saw in the previous section, Nishisato (1978) does obtain scale values for the 

subjectss and he refers to them as optimal scaling values. In what sense these scaling 

valuess are optimal is however not explained and in fact Nishisato (1980) notices himself 

thatt these optimal scale values do not allow to differentiate very well between the subjects. 

Usingg a decomposition of variance similar to the one described by Guttman in his 

analysiss of the objects we will show that the first vector of optimal scale values for the 

subjectss is not equal to Nishisato's solution, i.e. the first column of X^ as derived in 

(4.23).. Instead, this vector of optimal scale values for the subjects is equivalent to the 

firstt column of Y as obtained in the correspondence analysis of Fc, cf. section 4.3.2. Hence, 
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inn the case of rank order data, Greenacre's solution for the subjects, being different from 

Nishisato'ss solution, is an optimal scaling solution. 

Forr the sake of completeness we will first describe Guttman's quantification method 

forr paired comparisons, i.e. finding optimal scale values for the objects. 

4.5.11 The objects 

Lett y denote a q x 1 vector of scale values and define 

Ej=ll  ** J^J - ^ -n, I A nA\ 

^T^^Ï^T) ^^  (424) 

and d 

„_,, = E '=i WO _  ̂ _ 2_ 

EJ=i*«« ~*  9 (9 -1 )' 

Thee vectors yt and ys can be seen as average scale vectors, e.g. yt is a vector of average 

scalee values for the number of times objects were ranked higher. 

Furthermore,, define as overall average 

vv~~ Er.,EJ.ife + »«) "«(«-i) "'; ,y « ,y' 

fc,fc, S W ^ i - . y. - rTr̂ Sy. (4.25) 

as s 

t= ll  j = l 

Usingg these definitions one can obtain an expression for the total sum of squared devia-

tions,, i.e. 
nn q n q 

SStSSt = 55t(T) + 55*(S) = X;^^(j, J-y)2 + 5 ] ^ ^ ( y J- y ) 2 (4.26) 
i = ii j=\ i=\ j=\ 

nn q q 

Also,, the between-subjects sum of squared deviations can be defined as 

nn q n q 

SSbSSb = 556(T) + 556(S) = 5 3 Ê ^ ( ^ - y )2 + E Ê ^ f c - v ) 2 (4-2?) 
t= ii  j = i t= i j = i 

== U(q-i)it[(yt ti-y)2 + (ys,i-y)2} 
i = l l 
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Thus,, if one defines the within-subjects sum of squared deviations (SSw) as the difference 

betweenn these two, we have the usual decomposition of variance, i.e. 

SStSSt = SSb + SSw. 

Withoutt loss of generality, the scale values y3 can be chosen in such a way that y = 0. 

Insertingg this and applying the definitions for yt and y3 we obtain the following expres-

sions: : 

SSbSSb = \q{q - 1) £ > ?, + fSii) = \q{q - l j f y ^ + y ^ ) = ^ pT y y ' ( T ' T + S'S)y 

and d 

SStSSt = n{q - 1) £ y] =  n(<? ~ ^ V -
3=1 3=1 

Wee are interested in finding scale values y3- such that the variation between the n subjects 

iss maximized whilst the variation within the subjects is niinimized. One way to achieve 

thiss is to maximize the so-called squared correlation coefficient defined as 

SSbSSb = 2 y '(T'T + S'S)y 
nn ~ SSt nq(q-l)2 y'y { } 

Maximizingg f § | is identical to maximizing SSb subject to a constraint on SSt, e.g. y'y = 

q.q. Combining this with the constraint y = 0, we have as objective: 

T<;^V' (T ' T+S' s )yy (429) 

s.t.s.t. y'y = q, y ' l , = 0. (4.30) 

Wee can express the optimization problem in (4.29) as 

maxx y'Ay 
y y 

s-ts-t y'y = q, y'lq = 0, 

where e 

A =A ' ^^ ïp( T ' T + s ' s) --
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Wee can formulate a Lagrangian as 

0(y)) = y'Ay - A (y'y - g) - /*l^y , 

wheree A and /i are the Lagrangian multipliers. Differentiating 0(y) and setting d<j>  = 0 

yields s 

d<j)d<j)  = 2y Ady - 2Ay rfy - / i l ^dy = 0 
1 1 
5' ' Ayy = Ay + -filq 

q q 
1 1 

As s 

A l , = = 
22—-—-22 (T' T + s's) i, = - L - (T' + s') i„  = i9) nq(q~iy\nq(q~iy\ J q n(q - 1) 

wheree we used (4.1) and (4.2), it follows that 

/ii  = 0. 

Hence,, as first-order conditions together with the constraints we have 

Ayy = Ay, 

y'yy = <7, 

y ' i ,, = o. 

Inn order to maximize y Ay the largest eigenvalue A and corresponding eigenvector y, 

standardizedd as in (4.30), and satisfying the constraint y ' l 9 = 0, must be selected. 

Thus,, as solution to the problem in (4.29) we have the eigenequation 

— L - f l T TT + S ' S f r - V, (4.31) 

wheree A is the largest eigenvalue of ^ J J J ( T 'T + S'S), and y is a corresponding eigen-

vectorr standardized as y y = q and satisfying y ' l g = 0. 

I tt is not difficult to see that, for n > 2, the matrix T 'T and hence T'T + S'S is 

irreduciblee (for a proof see Appendix 2). Then, from the Probenius Theorem (e.g. Horn 
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andd Johnson (1996), Wielandt (1951)) it follows that to the unique largest eigenvalue A 

theree corresponds a positive eigenvector. As 

- f e ,, (TT + S'S) 1, = ^ f e ( r + S') 1„  = 1„ 

wee see that the unique largest eigenvalue A is equal to one, and a corresponding eigenvector 

iss lq. Obviously, this vector of object scale values does not satisfy the second constraint 

(y ' l ,, = 0). Thus, we have to take the second largest eigenvalue and a corresponding 

eigenvectorr orthogonal to the first eigenvector. This second largest eigenvalue and a 

correspondingg eigenvector can be obtained from the eigenequation 

^fef^fef (T'T + S-S-Inte - UV i ) y - Ay, (4.32) 

Thiss eigenvector gives scale values for the q objects such that the homogeneity between 

subjectss is minimized whereas the homogeneity within subjects is maximized. Additional 

orthogonall  scale vectors can be obtained by considering the full eigenequation, i.e. 

^fef^fef (T ' T + S 'S - i n (, - l ) ° l , i ; ) Y = AY, (4.33) 

where e 

Y'YY = qU* 

andd A is a matrix of ordered eigenvalues. The K columns of Y are the optimal scale 

vectors. . 

Clearly,, (4.17) and (4.33) are identical. Thus, as Nishisato's approach is equivalent to 

thee correspondence analysis of Fr , it immediately follows that Guttman's optimal scaling 

solutionn for the objects is equivalent to Nishisato's dual scaling solution. Nishisato (1978) 

alsoo proved this relationship in his treatment of dual scaling of the dominance matrix E. 

Inn addition to the equivalence between the two approaches Nishisato (1978, 1980) 

arguedd that an advantage of his dual scaling approach is the simultaneous retrieval of 

scalee values for the subjects. Guttman does not find such scale values. However, as we 

wil ll  show below, one can define a similar decomposition of variance where scale values are 

assignedd to the subjects. 
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4.5.22 The subjects 

Guttman'ss approach can be modified in such a way that scale values for the rows of T and 

SS are obtained that minimize the homogeneity between the objects whilst maximizing the 

homogeneityy within the objects. In fact, this is what is usually done in dual scaling. In the 

casecase of a contingency matrix the dual scaling solution for both the rows and the columns 

cann be obtained simultaneously. When using a decomposition of variance similar to the 

onee introduced in section 4.5.1, this is no longer the case for analyzing paired comparison 

data. . 

Lett x be an n x 1 vector of subject scale values. Similarly to what we did in section 

4.5.11 we will obtain a decomposition of variance where the scale values Xi are assigned to 

thee rows (subjects) of T and S. 

Inn accordance with (4.24) and (4.25) we define 

-- _ Z2i=l UjBi - n - w 
xxt,jt,j = ^=?n 7  x t = u t L x 

and d 

EEn n 
i= ll  SjjXj _ T»—Ifi ' 

xxa,ja,j = ~v^ n ~ *  x s = Us ö X > 

wheree Dt and D„  are as defined in (4.5) and (4.6). 

Wee now have 

nn q n 

SStSSt = SSt(T)+SSt(S) = £ I > ; + «y)0*  - *? = q{q - 1) £ fa - x)\ (4.34) 
i= ll  j=l i= l 

and d 

nn q n q 

SSbSSb » SSb(T)+SSb(S) = £ £ M*w -*) 2 + E E  ~ *)2' f435) 
«=11 j=l i=l 3=1 

Withoutt loss of generality we set x = 0. Then, (4.34) and (4.35) can be simplified as 

SStSSt = q{q - l)x'x 

SSbSSb = x' ( T D , " 1 ! 1 ' + S D J1^ ) x, 

wheree we have used (4.5)and (4.6). 
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Wee define the sum of squared within-subjects variance (SSw) as the difference between 

SStSSt and SSb. Then, 

SStSSt = SSb + SSw. 

Inn a way similar to the one followed in section 4.5.1 we formulate an objective to find 

scalee values Xj such that the between-objects variance is maximized whilst the within-

objectss variance is minimized. Thus, 

maxx , 1 , , x' (TDr'T' + S D r1^ ) x 
xx q(q-l) V » ) 

S.t.S.t. X X = 71, X l n = 0. 

Analogouslyy to the derivation in section 4.5.1 we obtain as first order condition the 

eigenequation n 

**  ( T D r l T ' + S D ;1^ ) x = Ax. (4.36) 

Clearly, , 

JUTjjj  (TD< 'T ' + S D" S ' ) **  - ^T} <T1<+S1<> * » -
Then,, as TDf *T is positive, i.e. all elements are larger than zero, it immediately follows 

formm Perron's Theorem (e.g. Horn and Johnson (1996)) that the positive eigenvector 

1„„  corresponds to the unique largest eigenvalue A = 1. This vector does not satisfy our 

constraintt x 1„  = 0. Thus, the second largest eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector, 

orthogonall  to the first, gives the first vector of optimal scale values for the subjects. This 

vectorr of optimal scale values for the subjects can be obtained from the eigenequation 

j j j ^^  ( T D - T '  + SD7'S'  - i r f , - l ) l „ i ; ) x - Ax. 

Inn a similar way to what was done in the previous section we obtain additional scale 

vectorss by considering 

-J—j-J—j (TDr1 ! " + SD.^S'  - igfo - 1 )1 ,X) X = XA, 

wheree X X =nIK and A is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues. Comparison 

withh (4.12) immediately shows that the analysis of Fc yields, as solution for the subjects, 

optimall  scale values. 
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4.5.33 An example 

Too illustrate the differences in optimality for the two approaches for correspondence anal-

ysiss of paired comparison data, let us consider an adaptation of an example proposed by 

Nishisato44 (1994, p. 191). 

Forr 4 subjects (S1,...,S4) we have paired comparison data concerning 4 objects (01,...,04). 

Thee matrix T and the first vector of scale values for the subjects (for both approaches) 

aree summarized in the following table: 

T T 

SI I 

S2 2 

S3 3 

S4 4 

01 1 

2 2 

3 3 

3 3 

3 3 

02 2 

3 3 

2 2 

2 2 

2 2 

03 3 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

0 0 

04 4 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

1 1 

C A F r r 

0.94 4 

1.06 6 

1.06 6 

0.94 4 

CAFC C 

-1.41 1 

0.00 0 

0.00 0 

1.41 1 

Clearlyy the solution for the subjects of the row-doubled matrix Fr , which is equivalent 

too Nishisato's dual scaling solution, does not show a lot of variation (each of them being 

closee to one). Moreover, the solution assigns the same scale value to SI and S4 even 

thoughh they did not indicate equivalent preferences. When analyzing paired comparison 

dataa of the sort as in this example, i.e. with great similarity among the objects and 

subjects,, Nishisato (1994, p. 190) notes that, "... the variance of the absolute values of 

rowrow weights is nearly zero, rather than a maximum." (the weights Nishisato refers to are 

whatt we call scale values). 

Inn the analysis of Fc we see that the variation has increased and differentiation between 

thee subjects became possible. 

44 The original dominance matrix E given by Nishisato corresponds to a matrix T where the sec-

ondd and third row are identical to the ones presented in this example but with as first and last row 

( 33 2 1 0 J  Consequently, in his example, the matrices D t and D„  are singular making it impossi-

blee to apply correspondence analysis to Fc. 
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4.66 Summary and discussion 

InIn this chapter we introduced two approaches for applying correspondence analysis to 

pairedd comparison data. The first approach, described in section 4.3.2, is similar to the 

usuall  treatment of preference data in correspondence analysis. The columns (representing 

thee objects) of the original data matrix are 'doubled' and correspondence analysis is 

appliedd to the doubled data matrix. The second approach, described in section 4.3.3, 

involvess a doubling of the rows (which represent the subjects) of the data matrix, and 

yieldss equivalent results to the dual scaling approach introduced by Nishisato (1978). 

Thee differences between the two approaches were further clarified in section 4.5. It 

wass shown that the first approach- the analysis of the object-wise 'doubled' data- yields 

optimall  scale values for the subjects. In addition, it was shown that the second approach-

thee analysis of the subject-wise 'doubled data'- provides optimal scale values for the ob-

jects.. Thus, whereas in dual scaling of a contingency matrix the optimal scaling solutions 

forr both the rows and columns can be obtained simultaneously, this is no longer the case 

withh paired comparison data. 

Givenn the differences between the approaches one wonders which approach should 

bee chosen in which case. It appears that this depends chiefly on the research question. 

Iff  one is interested in finding optimal scale values for the objects with respect to the 

preferencess indicated by the subjects, it seems natural to use the approach described in 

sectionn 4.3.3. Using the optimal scale values for the objects, one can obtain scale values for 

thee subjects. In fact, this is what is done in dual scaling where the subject scale values 

aree calculated using (4.23). The resulting scale values for the subjects are, however, 

notnot optimal. Furthermore, it should be noted that, as the scale values are elements of 

eigenvectors,, the direction (e.g. from smallest scale value to largest) can be reversed by 

simplyy multiplying the eigenvector with minus one. Thus, in order to make statements 

concerningg the direction of the scale an additional step is necessary. One could, for 

example,, try to infer the direction of the scale values from the column averages of the 

dominancee matrix. 

Iff  the scale values for the subjects with respect to their preferences for the objects are 
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off  interest, the approach described in section 4.3.2 is more appropriate. Using (4.13), one 

obtainss two 'sets' of scale values for the objects; the first 'set' corresponds to the number 

off  times an object was preferred, the second 'set' corresponds to the number of times an 

objectt was not preferred. Hence the direction of the scale is immediately apparent. 


